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Abstract 
Space Shift Keying Modulation for MIMO Channels 
Jeyadeepan Jeganathan 
In this thesis, we analyze modulation techniques that exploit multiple antennas in 
wireless communication. We first study the so-called spatial modulation (SM) tech-
nique for MIMO channels. Since the original SM detector is based on an ad hoc 
design, and only functions under some artificial assumptions about the channel, we 
derive the optimal detector for SM. The new detector performs significantly better 
than the original (~ 4 dB gain), and we support our results by deriving a closed 
form expression for the average bit error probability. As well, we show that SM with 
the optimal detector achieves better performance gains (~ 1.5 — 3 dB) over popular 
multiple antenna systems. 
We then introduce space shift keying (SSK), a new modulation scheme based on 
the SM concept. SSK exploits fading in multiple input multiple output (MIMO) 
channels to provide better performance over conventional amplitude/phase modu-
lation (APM) techniques. In SSK, only the antenna indices, and not the symbols 
themselves, relay information. This absence of symbol information eliminates the 
transceiver elements necessary for APM transmission and detection (such as coherent 
iii 
detectors). As well, the simplicity involved in modulation reduces detection complex-
ity compared to that of SM, while achieving almost identical performance gains. 
Throughout the thesis, we illustrate SSK's strength by studying its interaction 
with the fading channel, and obtain tight upper bounds on bit error probability. To 
improve performance, adaptive forms of SSK are also presented, including a symbol 
design technique, and an antenna selection scheme. We also illustrate SSK's per-
formance under channel estimation error, and spatial correlation. Analytical and 
simulation results show performance gains over APM systems (3 dB at a bit error 
rate of 1CT5), making SSK an interesting candidate for wireless applications. 
We then present SSK coded modulation (SSK-CM) to integrate coding for prac-
tical wireless systems. In particular, we present a bit interleaved CM (BICM) system 
using iterative decoding. We illustrate SSK-CM capacity improvements over APM, 
and derive upper bounds on SSK-CM's performance. We also analytically present 
SSK's coded diversity advantage over APM, where significant performance gains are 
observed (up to 9 dB), motivating SSK-CM's integration in future wireless standards. 
IV 
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1.1 MIMO Communication 
Wireless communication has experienced tremendous growth over the last few years, 
fueled by increasing consumer demand and breakthrough innovations (e.g., Apple's 
iPhone [1], a wireless mobile device, sold four million units within six months of 
release). Most of the world is moving away from tethered devices, and fast becom-
ing one that utilizes the convenience brought upon by wireless technology. Cellular 
phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), home networks, cars, and even television 
sets, to name a few, have adopted some form of wireless communication. 
Although wireless communications provide many benefits, there are still many 
challenges to face. All wireless technologies experience difficulties with signal fading 
(due to constructive/destructive addition of multi-path signals), interference (e.g., 
co-channels, multiple users), and the limited availability of the frequency spectrum. 
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Due to these problems, the data rate, the reliability in transmitted information, and 
the amount of required processing power are greatly affected. However, the introduc-
tion of multiple input multiple output (MIMO) communication systems offer efficient 
means to overcome many of these challenges. 
MIMO technology utilizes multiple antennas at both transmitter and/or receiver 
terminals in order to achieve certain application needs, without having to increase the 
amount of bandwidth requirement. These systems fall under three main categories. 
The first is spatial multiplexing (SMUX), which exploits multiple antenna arrays to 
transmit more information. One example is the vertical Bell Laboratories layered 
space-time (V-BLAST) architecture [2], where multiple symbols are multiplexed in 
space, and transmitted at the same time over all antennas. The second type is 
diversity (DIV) transmission, where antennas are used to increase the reliability of 
the message. Similar to channel coding, DIV systems exploit the spatial domain as 
a coding mechanism to increase reliability (and diversity). The first form of spatial 
DIV transmission is the well-known Alamouti scheme [3] for two transmit antennas, 
which exploit antennas to obtain transmit diversity. However, the system diversity 
is increased at the expense of spectral efficiency, which remains unchanged from a 
single input multiple output (SIMO) system. This leads to the third type of MIMO 
systems, termed hybrid (HYB) transmission, which combines both SMUX and DIV 
schemes. The first application of HYB MIMO transmission is multilayered space-time 
coding by Tarokh et al. [4], which uses transmit antennas to provide diversity as well 
as increase spectral efficiency. 
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Future applications of MIMO systems is fast growing with a variety of them in the 
works. For example, certain automotive technology companies, such as DENSO [5] 
and General Motors [6], are working on vehicule-to-vehicule (V2V) communication. 
Such communication may be used to prevent accidents, facilitate driving efficiency, 
and improve road traffic. Another example is wireless high definition (HD) television, 
where wires would no longer be needed to deliver HD content (for example, Apple 
TV). Mobile devices, such as Apple's iPhone, are able to deliver high quality web 
viewing experience, at reasonable speeds, due to 3G networks, and the use of multiple 
antennas. With the iPhone, the user is always connected through cellular and wireless 
fidelity (Wi-Fi) networks, and new application are constantly being added to iPhone's 
repertory, therefore increasing the demand for high speed data transfer. 
MIMO is also at the heart of the IEEE 802.1 In specification for 100Mbps transfer 
in wireless local area networks (WLANs), providing a much wider range than earlier 
versions. It is mainly used in Wi-Fi zones, with several available antenna configura-
tions. As well, the IEEE 802.16 standards is focused for the World Inter-operability 
for Microwave Access (WiMAX) technology, in order to deliver high data rate over 
long distances. The future of mobile WiMAX is, at the moment, somewhat uncer-
tain since it is not backward compatible with existing cellular technologies, as the 
case for Wi-Fi. However, with evolving cellular innovations, WiMAX remains a likely 
candidate to substitute future Wi-Fi implementation. 
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1.2 Problem Statement and Motivation 
MIMO systems provide their own sets of benefits and restraints, but are flexible 
enough to accommodate different applications. However, some pitfalls that are com-
mon amongst MIMO systems, and difficult to avoid, are as follows. 
1. Inter-channel interference (ICI): caused by coupling multiple symbols in time 
and space, maximum likelihood (ML) detection increases exponentially in com-
plexity with the number of transmit antennas. Hence, practical integration of, 
for example, V-BLAST requires sub-optimal, low complexity receivers [7]. For 
adequate performance, in most cases, these receivers require the number of 
receive antennas to be larger or equal to the number of transmit antennas, 
which is not practical for downlink transmission to small mobile devices. Con-
sequently, avoiding ICI greatly reduces receiver complexity. One example where 
ICI is avoided is with orthogonal space time block codes (OSTBCs), such as 
the Alamouti scheme. However, full-rate OSTBCs only exist for two transmit 
antennas (complex constellations), and eight or less transmit antennas (real 
constellations) [8]. Therefore, higher transmit diversity is only achieved at the 
expense of transmission rate. 
2. Power Consumption: With multiple signals being transmitted, the processing 
requirement is larger and more complicated than single antenna systems. This 
additional processing contributes to delay, and more power consumption. With 
battery power being a limited but crucial resource in mobile devices, conserving 
power is essential, and difficult to realize under the MIMO framework. 
3. Inter-antenna synchronization (IAS): In the BLAST and OSTBC architectures, 
the detection algorithms assume that all symbols are transmitted at the same 
time. Hence, IAS is necessary to avoid performance degradation [9], conse-
quently increasing transmitter overhead. For example, Agilent Technologies' 
signal studio for 3GPP W-CDMA HSPA [10] needs to automatically config-
ure the input and output synchronizing trigger signals when transmit diversity 
antennas are selected. 
4. Radio Frequency (RF) chains: Although multiple antenna elements are rela-
tively inexpensive to deploy, and the digital signal processing requirements are 
feasible due to increased industry growth, the necessary RF elements are not as 
simple to implement [11]. These RF chains are bulky, expensive, and necessary 
for each antenna that is used. One feasible method around the problem is to 
employ antenna selection (AS) [11-18] (and references therein). 
To exploit MIMO benefits, AS methods can only reduce the number of RF 
chains to a certain level. Most of the advantages from MIMO communication is 
due to multiple transmit antennas. For example, in V-BLAST, multiple trans-
mit antennas increase the spectral efficiency of the system without additional 
bandwidth requirement. For DIV systems, such as OSTBCs, it is multiple trans-
mit antennas that significantly increase the system's diversity. So, although AS 
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provides some reduction in RF chains, there is no way around avoiding the in-
crease in RF chains compared to that of a single antenna system. As well, AS 
generally increases the overhead at the receiver, and is prone to feed back errors 
when considering transmit AS. 
In order to target the aforementioned problems, and gain performance improve-
ments over popular schemes such as V-BLAST and maximum ratio combining (MRC), 
we present space shift keying (SSK) modulation for MIMO channels. 
1.3 Relevant Work 
Some relevant work that targets the problems mentioned in Section 1.2 are summa-
rized in this section. Not much work has been done related to the following types of 
systems. Therefore, the available literature is quite scarce. 
In [19,20], a scheme entitled SSK is proposed, in which distinct multipath charac-
teristics from different antennas are used to discriminate between transmitted symbols. 
The receiver determines which mode of transmission is used (either one antenna or 
both antennas are activated) in order to detect the message. Chau et al. also mention 
extensions of their binary scheme to higher order modulation by combining ampli-
tude/phase modulation (APM). However, they only consider the case of two transmit 
antennas, and their scheme does not avoid ICI and IAS. 
Exploiting antenna indices as a source of information is also covered in [9,21], 
1We note that SSK in [19] and in this paper have different meanings. We use the same name 
because SSK is truly descriptive of the scheme we develop later in Chapter 4. 
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where precoded sequences of symbols are transmitted using only one antenna. The 
symbol, in conjunction with the antenna index, is used to decode the message. 
However, these schemes suffer from lower spectral efficiency due to the employ-
ment of parity symbols. Also, only the case of binary/quadrature phase shift keying 
(BPSK/QPSK) are considered. To overcome the problem of spectral efficiency loss, 
and in order to generalize to other modulation schemes, spatial modulation (SM) is 
presented by Mesleh et al. in [22,23]. SM is a pragmatic approach for transmitting 
information, where the modulator uses well known APM techniques, such as quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (QAM), but also employs the antenna index to convey 
information. SM is then extended to OFDM in [24], and its performance under non-
ideal channel conditions (spatial correlation, mutual antenna coupling) is analyzed 
in [25]. 
1.4 Thesis Contributions 
1. We derive the optimal detector for SM, improving over the sub-optimal detec-
tion rules suggested in [22]. Thanks to our development, SM compares favorably 
to other transmission schemes, such as MRC and V-BLAST. 
2. In order to support our results, we analyze SM's performance, and derive a 
closed form expression for the bit error probability when real constellations are 
used. 
3. We introduce SSK, in which only the spatial domain is exploited to modulate 
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information. We achieve all of the aforementioned advantages comprising SM, 
while reducing the transmitter overhead (due to simple symbol modulation), 
and requiring less detection complexity. 
4. SSK's constellation is thoroughly analyzed, where we present the underlying 
idea that allows SSK to outperform APM schemes. In particular, we show 
that SSK takes advantage of the fading process by increasing the constellation's 
dimension, whose points result to be well spread apart. This analysis opens 
the door to understanding how SM parameters may be chosen to obtain better 
performance gains (since the trade-off between the number of transmit antennas 
versus the APM constellation size for SM is chosen heuristically in [23]). 
5. We derive tight upper bounds on the bit error rate (BER), and deduce the 
parameters that need optimization to improve performance. 
6. We also present adaptive forms of SSK when transmit channel state information 
(CSI) is available. In particular, we present adaptive symbol design, as well as 
antenna selection (AS) in order to improve SSK's performance. 
7. As a method of providing SSK with design flexibility, and to reduce the required 
number of transmit antennas, we present a variant scheme entitled generalized 
SSK (GSSK). The combination of SSK and GSSK allows for a strong foundation 
in building practical SM systems, and provides enough flexibility to accommo-
date different hardware requirements. 
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8. We design optimal constellations for GSSK, where it is apparent that tremen-
dous degrees of freedom is available for practical implementation. 
9. SSK coded modulation (CM) and bit interleaved CM (BICM) capacity results 
are also presented, which demonstrate impressive gains over APM-CM tech-
niques. 
10. The performance of coded SSK is studied, whereby performance bounds are 
derived, and illustrate large improvements over APM schemes (especially for 
quasi-static fading channels). In particular, we discover significant increases in 
SSK's diversity order compared to that of APM. 
11. Extensive simulation results are presented to support our findings, and illustrate 
the future research potential of SSK modulation. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
The rest of the thesis is outline as follows. 
In Chapter 2, we present some preliminary background knowledge. In particular, 
we provide the general system model for MIMO communication, as well as present 
some schemes relevant to this thesis (e.g., MRC, SM). 
In Chapter 3, we analyze SM detection, and derive an optimal detector for SM. We 
also analyze SM performance and complexity, while providing simulation examples 
to support our results. 
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In Chapter 4, we introduce SSK modulation. We present extensive analysis on 
uncoded SSK transmission, in both non-adaptive and adaptive scenarios. 
In Chapter 5, SSK modulation is extended to incorporate channel coding, and we 
present several analytical results on capacity and performance. 





2.1 MIMO System Model 
The general system model consists of a MIMO wireless link with JVt transmit and 
Nr receive antennas, which is shown in Fig. 2.1. A random sequence of independent 
bits b enters a space time (ST) encoder, which groups m bits and maps them to a 
vector x = X\ X'l • xNt of constellation symbols, where we assume a power 
constraint of unity (i.e., Ex [xHx] = 1). The signal is transmitted over an NT x Nt 
wireless channel H, and experiences an Nt — dim additive white Gaussian (AWGN) 
noise 77 Vl V2 VK The received signal is given by 
y = v / P H x + r7' (2.1) 
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where p is the average SNR at each receive antenna, and H and r) have independent 
and identically distributed (iid) entries according to CAT (0,1). The received signal is 
then passed to a ST decoder, where an estimate of the transmitted bits b is obtained. 
^ A £ . 




Figure 2.1: General MIMO system model. 
2.2 Maximum Ratio Combining 
MRC is used for SIMO channels that provide an Lth order of diversity. The general 
system model is shown in Fig. 2.2. The model is similar to Fig. 2.1, but with Nt = 1, 
Nr = L, and where we replace the ST encoder and ST decoder with an APM mapper 
and a MRC receiver, respectively. The APM mapper takes m = log2 (M) bits and 
maps them to an APM constellation symbol Xj, obtained from X. 
The received signal is therefore given by y =y/phxj+ri, where h denotes a column 
of H. Assuming perfect CSI and equally likely inputs, the optimal detector is ML, 
12 
^ J L 
APM 
MAPPER 





* e — • 
MRC 
RECEIVER 
Figure 2.2: MRC system model. 
and given by [26, Ch. 2] 
Xj = argmaxpY (y I £j ,H) 
= arg max y/p R«{(mHy} - 211^ "I (2.2) 
where py (y | Xjg,H) = 7r ^ e x p ( — ||y — ^/johxjUp j . Equation (2.2) is referred to 
as the MRC rule. 
2.3 Spatial Modulation 
Spatial modulation (SM) is introduced by Mesleh et al. [22,23] in an effort to remove 
ICI, and the need for precise time synchronization amongst antennas. SM is a prag-
matic approach for transmitting information, where the modulator uses well known 
APM techniques (e.g., PSK, QAM), but also employs the antenna index to convey 
information. Ideally, only one antenna remains active during transmission so that 
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ICI is avoided1, and IAS is no longer needed (as in the case of V-BLAST, where all 
antennas transmit at the same time). 
2.3.1 Transmission 
The general SM system model is shown in Fig. 2.3. The SM mapper groups m = 
log2 (MNt) bits and maps them to a constellation vector Xj9 of the form 
x- 4 0 0 0 0 
j T n position 
where j represents the activated antenna, and xq is the qth symbol from the M-ary 
constellation X. In SM, only one antenna remains active during transmission and 
hence, only one symbol in x is nonzero (i.e., only the j t h antenna remains active 
during symbol transmission). 
Figure 2.3: SM system model. 
Assuming the pulse shaping period does not overlap amongst antennas. 
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Table 2.1 illustrates an example of the mapper for 3 bits/s/Hz transmission (Nt — 
4, M — 2). Each information bit is mapped to a BPSK symbol, and transmitted on 
one of the four antennas. The output of the channel when xq is transmitted from the 
j t h antenna is expressed as 
y = y/pkijxq + 77, (2.3) 
where hj denotes the j t h column of H. 
Table 2.1: Example of the SM Mapper Rule. 
b 
[0 0 0] 
[0 0 1] 
[0 1 0] 
[0 1 1] 
[1 0 0] 
[1 0 1] 
[1 1 0] 




















[ 1 0 0 0]'r 
[-1 0 0 0]T 
[0 1 0 0] 
[0 - 1 0 o]T 
[0 0 1 0] 
[0 0 - 1 o]T 
[0 0 0 1] 
[ 0 0 0 -i]T 
2.3.2 Detection (Sub-Optimal) 
In [22], a sub-optimal detection rule somewhat based on MRC is given by 
j = axgmaxzj (2-4) 
j 
q = V{z3), (2.5) 
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where Zj = . 'J .J, j and g represent the estimated antenna and symbol index, respec-
tively, and V is the constellation demodulator function. Since the mapping is one to 
one, the demapper obtains an estimate of the transmitted bits by taking j and q as 
inputs. 
2.3.3 Benefits 
In [22] SM is shown to perform similar to V-BLAST, but with lower computational 
complexity. The complexity reduction is due to SM's simple detection, a consequence 
of avoiding ICI. As well, IAS is avoided, and ideally, only one RF chain is necessary. 





In this chapter, we present a more detailed analysis of SM [27]. In particular, we derive 
a new SM optimal detector (SM-OD), which does not suffer from the restrictions of 
Mesleh's original detector. Consequently, with the new detector, SM's full potential is 
demonstrated. As well, an in depth analysis of SM-OD's performance and complexity 
is also presented. 
3.1 Detection (Optimal) 
The simulation results of [22] could not be reproduced using the conventional channel 
assumptions of Section 2.1. The reason for this can be seen (in the noiseless case) 
by substituting (2.3) for y in (2.4). Therefore, Zj reduces to '* J q| and, in order 
to detect the correct antenna index (i.e., k — j), we require I * "P < 1. By invoking 
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Cauchy's inequality to the left hand side, we find that ||h,-||F < ||hfc||F is a neces-
sary condition for antenna detection without errors, which should materialize in the 
absence of noise. One way to ensure this condition is by normalizing the channel 
prior to transmission (i.e., | |h, | |p = c for all j , where c is a constant). We refer to 
these channels as constrained. We now derive SM-OD, where the need for constrained 
channels is not necessary. 
Since the channel inputs are assumed equally likely, the optimal detector is based 
on the ML principle: 
[JML, 9ML] = arg rnaxpy (y I x i g , H) 
= a r g m i n v ^ | | g i g | | F - 2 R e { y i / g j g } , (3.1) 
hi 
where gjq = hjXq, l<j<Nt,l<q<M, and 
PY (y | x jg, H) = 7T-jVr exp (- ||y - ^ H x J 9 | | F J 
is the PDF of y, conditioned on x,-g and H. It can be seen that optimal detection 
requires a joint detection of the antenna indices and symbols, as opposed to the 
scheme outlined in Section 2.3.2, where the problem is decoupled. 
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3.2 Performance Analysis 
The performance of the SM-OD is derived using the well known union bounding 
technique [28, p. 261-262]. The average BER in SM is bounded as 
pSM
 < p 
-Te,bit S &x ^2 NSM(q, Q)PSM (x jg -»• Xjg) 
3,q 
Nt M Nt M 
= EEEE^gF^
 ( 3 .2) 
j = l q=\ j=l g=l 
where NSM(Q,Q) is the number of bits in error between the symbol xq and xq, and 
PSM (XJ<J —• Xjfj) denotes the pairwise error probability (PEP) of deciding on the con-
stellation vector Xjq given that xJr/ is transmitted. By using (3.1), the PEP conditioned 
on H is obtained as 
PSM (xjg -> x i 5 | H) = PSM (djq > dM | H) = Q (^/KSM), 
where djq = (^ /jo ||gJf / | | | - 2Re{y"g,-,}), and 
Q W = / £e"£dt. (3.3) 
We define KSM as 
K.SM = f ||g;, - gtf||; = E n i : 1^ (n) + zB (n)f , (3.4) 
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where i = v/—1 and 
B(n) = ^{h^ + hJX-h&htis**)-
The superscript, R and / denote the real and imaginary part, respectively, and hnj 
is the element of H in the n t h row, and j t h column. The distribution of the random 
variable K in (3.4) is not easily obtained since A (n) and B (n) are not, in general, in-
dependent. In this case, the performance can be evaluated numerically. However, for 
symbols x drawn from a real constellation X, this independence is satisfied and (3.4) 
reduces to KSM = E«=i "SM H w n e r e «SM (n) ~ N (0, of M) with cr|M = ^ " 4 ' . 
Hence, KSM is a chi-squared random variable with 2iVr degrees of freedom and PDF 
pK (v) given by [28, p. 41] 
" • ' " - W ^ * (3'5) 
where a2 = criL,. The PEP can then be formulated as 
'SM 
/•oo 
PSM (Xi9 -» Xft) = Q (y/v) VK (?) dv, 
Jv=0 
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which has a closed form expression given in [29, Eq. (64)]. Thus, 
Nv-1 
PSM (Xj, - Xj9) = <$, £ ( ^ * + fc) [1 - 7SM]< (3.6) 
where 7SM = \ ( l - y x ^ ) • Plugging in (3.6) into (3.2), we obtain 
PSM . j - jrNtNsuiq> ^ £ ^ (N'"+fc) [1 ~7SM]fc. (3.7) 
9=1 q=\ 
3.3 Complexity 
To compare the complexity of SM-OD and SM, we use the number of multiplications 
required in the detection process as a metric. As for the number of additions, it can 
be shown to have a similar value for both detectors. The complexity of Mesleh's SM 
detector is obtained from [22] as 
5SM = 2NvNt + Nt + f{M), 
where the last term depends on the type of demodulation assumed.1 
Similar to [22], we analyze (3.1) to obtain the complexity of SM-OD. It can be 
shown that the first and second terms in (3.1) result in NTNt + M and NTNi + NtM 
multiplications, respectively (for the first term, we simplified the computation by 
xIn [22], the complex multiplications involved with | | h j | | F and |-| are ignored, and results in a 
slightly different <5gM . 
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splitting ||hja;9||F = | |hj | |F \xq\ ). Hence, the total computational complexity for SM-
OD is given by 
< W O D - 2NzNt + NtM + M. 
We observe that the complexity involved between both detectors is comparable. 
These results motivate the use of SM-OD in order to fully exploit SM's advantages. 
3.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, we present some examples to compare SM-OD and Mesleh's SM de-
tection scheme [22]. We perform Monte Carlo simulations for 10° channel realizations 
and plot the average BER. performance versus p. We target m — 3 bits/s/Hz trans-
mission with Nv = 4 antennas. Figure 3.1 illustrates the simulation results for both 
constrained (dotted line) and conventional (solid line) channel assumptions (Section 
3.1). 
For reference, we use two different transmission setups. The first one is APM, 8-
QAM transmission with Nt = 1 (single antenna transmission) and M = 8. The second 
is V-BLAST with BPSK modulation, Nt = 3, and ordered successive interference 
cancellation (OSIC) with the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) receiver [7]. SM 
with BPSK and jVt = 4 antennas is shown for both sub-optimal [22] and optimal 
receivers. We also plot the P^ut bound of (3.7) for SM using BPSK modulation, 
° . <? = <7 
where Nt = 4, M = 2, a2SM = f and NSM (q, q) = < 
[ i, q^q 
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p(dB) 
Figure 3.1: BER performance of spatial modulation versus SNR, for m = 3 bits/s/Hz 
transmission (Nv = 4). 
Let us first consider the case of constrained channels (dotted lines). As shown, 
SM-OD gains 4 dB at Pe<Ut = 10 - 5 over SM. Also, (minor) gains are also evident 
over MRC and V-BLAST, which is not the case with sub-optimal detection. For the 
conventional channel model (solid line), it is shown that SM-OD provides performance 
improvements of 3 dB over APM, and 1 dB over V-BLAST (at Pe,bit = 10 - 5). As 




In this chapter, we derived the optimal detector for SM, which does not suffer from the 
assumptions of the original detector. As well, the optimal detector performs signifi-
cantly better (at similar computational complexity), and our results were supported 
by theoretical BER analysis. 
Next, we introduce SSK, a fundamental component of SM providing similar per-
formance with lower complexity requirements. 
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Chapter 4 
Space Shift Keying 
In this chapter we present SSK modulation [30]. In SSK, antenna indices are used as 
the only means to relay information, which makes it somewhat a subset of SM. How-
ever, this elimination of APM provides SSK with notable differences and advantages 
over SM: 
1. Detection complexity is lowered, while the performance is almost identical to 
SM-OD. 
2. Because phase and amplitude of the pulse do not convey information, transceiver 
requirements are less stringent than for APM (e.g., non-coherent detectors may 
be considered). 
3. The simplicity of SSK's framework provides ease of integration within commu-
nication systems. For example, one envisioned application is ultra wide band 
(UWB), where it is pulses that are used rather than APM signals. 
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All of this, as well as SM's inherent advantages, motivates our presentation of this 
simple modulation technique. 
4.1 SSK Modulation 
The general system model is shown in Fig. 4.1. The model is similar to Fig. 2.1, 
where we replace the ST encoder and ST decoder with an SSK mapper and SSK 
detector, respectively. In SSK, only one antenna remains active during transmission 
and hence, only one Xj, j = 1,.. . , Nt, in x is nonzero. Therefore, ideally only one 
RF chain is required. But, due to pulse shaping, the transmitted pulse will extend a 
couple of symbol periods, and restrict the RF chain from being switched to another 
antenna.1 However, since pulse shaping is not required in the UWB framework, the 








4 — • 




Figure 4.1: SSK system model. 
1
 Therefore, at the most, we would require the number of RF chains to equal the number of 
symbol period durations in the transmitted pulse. 
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4.1.1 Transmission 
SSK modulation consists of groups of m = log2 (M) bits that are mapped to a symbol 
Xj, which is then transmitted from the j t h antenna. We note that, although the symbol 
itself does not contain information, it might be designed to optimize transmission. 
For now, we use x3 = 1 for all j , and consider symbol design with limited feedback 
in Section 4.3. Even though Xj does not convey information, its location in x does. 
The vector x specifies the activated antenna, during which all other antennas remain 
idle, and has the following form: 
0 0 
j r " pusitiun 
Hence, the channel output is given by 
y =^/phj + rj (4.1) 
when the j t h antenna is used. 
Remark 1 Only one column of H (i.e. hj) is activated, and the column changes 
depending on the transmitted symbol. Essentially, these columns act as random con-
stellation points for SSK modulation. 
In M-ary SSK modulation (i.e., where log2 (M) bits are transmitted per channel 
use), JVt must equal M. In the case of hardware constraints on the number of transmit 
antennas, GSSK may be employed to reduce antenna requirements (Section 4.4). An 
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example of 4-ary SSK modulation is given in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Example of the SSK mapper rule. 















x = \x\ • • • X4] 
[ 1 0 0 0]T 
[0 1 0 0]T 
[0 0 1 o]T 
[0 0 0 1]T 
4.1.2 Detection 
The detector's main function is to obtain the antenna index used at the transmitter. 
Since the channel inputs are assumed equally likely, the optimal detector is ML, which 
is given by 
= argmaxp Y (y I x , ,H) 
j 
= a r g m i n | | y - y ^ h j l l p 
j 
— argmaxRe < f y — ^h , - J hj > , (4.2) 
where j represents the estimated antenna index, 1 < j < Nt, and py (y I x j j H ) is 
given by 
Pv(y I Xj-.H) 





We now look into SSK's constellation in more detail, and highlight some of its 
strength. Consider a fixed channel realization H, and the effective Nv — dim con-
stellation symbol 
XjteS = HXj, (4.4) 
shown in Fig. 4.2 for both APM and SSK. In APM, the effective constellation XeS is 
composed of scaled versions of the vector hxj. But in SSK, XeS is made up of scaled 
versions of all columns of H. That is, Xj is fixed while h,- changes in SSK, whereas Xj 
changes while h, is fixed in APM. Therefore, decisions for APM are performed in the 
1 — dim complex space, independent of which antenna is used (since after matched 
filtering, the sufficient statistics are scalar). On the other hand, SSK decisions are 
made in the Ar — dim space. We therefore expect SSK to outperform APM schemes 
for increasing M and A .^ Also, better performance is achieved in SSK for channel 
realizations having effective columns that are widely spread apart in the Nv — dim 
space, which depend on the stochastic properties of the channel. This spreading of 
columns is realized through adaptive forms of SSK (Section 4.3.1). 
We note that, it is using the column indices of H as the source of information that 
results in the improved constellation space, and not the fact that different columns 
are being used for transmission. For example, if APM with transmission on alter-
nating antenna indices is considered, XeS would not change since, at any given time, 
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\ 2 eff = h x 2 ,x3,eff _ h3 
w 
^ 1 efF ^ * ^ ' 
APM " h 
X2,eff — " 2 
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the effective constellation space Xefl. 
the receiver explores only all possible transmit symbols. The actual antenna index is 
assumed to be known at the receiver, and remains the same regardless of the transmit-
ted symbol. If, on the other hand, both the antenna index and the transmit symbol 
convey information, the modulation scheme is no longer APM, but rather SM. In this 
case, XeS is similar to SSK, but with the possibility of having more than one scaled 
version of Xj?efj- along the same direction (since both Xj and hj are changing). 
4.2 Performance Analysis 
We now investigate the analytical performance of the proposed SSK scheme. A tight 
upper bound on the bit error probability is derived, and we explicitly obtain SSK's 
diversity order. 
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4.2.1 Error Probability 
SSK's performance is derived similar to Section 3.2. The average BER for SSK is 
union bounded as 
P!M < £x ^2 NSSK{J, 3)PSSK (XJ -+ xs) 
Nt Nt 
j = l 3=3 + 1 
where NSSKU, j) is the number of bits in error between the constellation vector Xj and 
Xj, and PSSK (XJ —> Xj) denotes the PEP of deciding on Xj given that x,- is transmitted. 
Using (4.2), we obtain the PEP conditioned on H as 
PSSK (XJ -+ Xj | H) = PSSK (dj > ^ I H) = Q (V«SSK) , 
where dj = Re ^ (y — 4f-hj) hj ^, Q (x) is defined by (3.3), and 
27Vr 
*SSK = £ \\hj ~ hj||p = V a|SK (n), (4-6) 
L
 »=1 
where aSsK (rc) ~ AA(0, a|SK) with a|gK = f. 
Remark 2 T/ie metric affecting the system, performance is the distance between the 
columns o /H. We hinted at this observation earlier in Section 4-1-3, when analyzing 
SSK's constellation. 
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The random variable KSSK in (4.6) is chi-squared distributed with s = 2Nr degrees 
of freedom, and PDF given by (3.5) with a2 — o|SK . Similar to (3.6), the PEP can 
be formulated as 
PSSK (x, -
 X i) = TgK £ (N' -} + k)[l- 7 s s K ] f c , (4.7) 
where 7SSK = \ (1 - y yljf ) • Plugging (4.7) into (4.5), we obtain 
,Nr JVr-1 
^S<^E(w'"t1+i)i»-W. <«> 
* fc=0 ^ ' 
where iVs = £ * , E f t + 1 2NSSK(J,3). 
As we will see in Section 4.6.1, the bound in (4.8) is somewhat loose (~ 1 dB offset 
for M — 8), but captures the diversity of the system. The bound can be tightened 
further by considering only the number of nearest neighbors, nnejgh, in SSK's effective 
constellation space XeS, and is given by 
P!^ < nn-ghiWtf' E (Nt k +k)[1- ^ ' (4 '9) 
jfc=0 ^ / 
where iVavg = M(jv?-i) represents the average iVSSK (j,j)-
Remark 3 Since the effective constellation points Xjiej are random,, nneigh is a ran-
dom, variable. Intuitively, only one neighbor will exist, since the probability of m,ore 
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than one ~x.^eff at the same distance from, a particular Xj<eff is zero. Due to the non-
sym,m,etric distribution of x. jiff's, it is rather the neighbors around the neighborhood of 
Xjteff that affect performance. Also, it is clear that nneigh depends on M. For example, 
we will see from, Section 4-6.1 that for M = 8, nneigh « 2. 
4.2.2 Diversity 
The expression in (4.8) does not, explicitly indicate the diversity achieved by SSK. In 
order to clearly show the system diversity, we re-derive the error probability with a 
loose upper bound. Specifically, we use Q (x) < | e x p (—y) [28, p. 54], and upper 
bound PSSK (xj -> xj) = J^Q Q(Vv)pK (v) dv by 
exp (-%) v"^1 exp (-A 
P S S K ^ - X , ) < JQ — — — d v 
I / o \ Nr 
2 \P + 2 
Therefore, the bit error probability is given by 
PS $ Cp-»; (4.10) 
where C = j V s S K ^ 2 —. We see from (4.10) that a diversity order of NT is achieved, 
which is identical to an APM-MRC system using Nv receive antennas. 
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4.3 Adapt ive SSK Transmission 
In this section, we consider systems with some CSI available at the transmitter. 
Two forms of CSI are considered: perfect channel knowledge at the transmitter, and 
limited feedback from the receiver. We present two schemes to exploit the available 
CSI, namely adaptive symbol design and transmit AS. 
4.3.1 Adaptive Symbol Design 
In SSK, Xj provides a degree of freedom in design to improve performance. Consid-
ering the ideal case when full transmit CSI is available, we exploit our PEP analysis 
(Section 4.2) to derive a mechanism for symbol design. 
It is easy to show that the PEP for general power constrained symbols, conditioned 
on H, is given by 
S^SK (Xj -* Xj- | H) = Q ( J^ ||xiieff - Xi]eff||p J , 
where 'x.j^s is defined in (4.4). The problem of minimizing the PEP for any constrained 
inputs reduces to the problem of finding X= {x\,x%,... , XM} ,XJGC such that x^eg's 
are maximally separated in CNr (the Nv — dim complex vector space). 
To simplify the optimization, we first consider the case when JVr = 1. One method 
to maximally separate XJ^Y is as follows (we no longer use bold notation since for 
NT — 1, we have complex scalars). If we choose \XJ\ — 1 for all j (in order to satisfy 
power constraints mentioned in Section 4.1), we may express Xji6ff = \hj\ e'\ h*+ Xj'^ , 
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where i — V-T, Xj = \XJ\ el0:c-j, and hj — \hj\e ,1J'. Therefore, by designing 9X., we 
may place XjifiS around the complex plane with maximum distance from one another, 
with the design rule given by 
£-v «•"> 
Another more complex, but more optimal design is to optimize both \XJ\ and 9X. 
simultaneously, keeping in mind power constraints. 
For higher dimensions, the problem of symbol design is not straightforward. One 
simple, sub-optimal algorithm for Nr > 1 is to maximize the separation of the dimen-
sion with the most correlation, out of the Nv dimensions. The dimension with the 




k = avgmmJ2Bhkj, (4.12) 
where Qhki is the angle of hkj (the element of H in the kth row, and j t h column). 
Similar to the case of Nr — 1, the kth dimension is then maximally separated using 
(4.11). 
4.3.2 Antenna Selection 
Another way to improve SSK's performance is through AS. We adopt a limited feed-
back based AS scheme, similar to that of [12], where the selection is based on minimiz-
ing the error rate. In particular, out of the available Nt antennas, we select Ns — M 
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antennas for transmission. From the discussion about SSK's constellation (Section 
4.1.3), it is clear that SSK's performance is improved by having more widely separated 
constellation points, which is achieved by selecting a subset from Nt antennas. 
The subset of Ns antennas is obtained by minimizing the conditional symbol error 
probability, Pe>symb |H , given by 
Nt N, JVt JVt / I 
^y
K
rab|H<E E ofJfiiVi-VjiU 
Hence, the selection criterion is given by 
Nt Nt , i— x 
N t = arg min E E ^ ( V ^ H V i - V i l l p ) . (4-13) 
where N t represents the set of selected antennas, and A/t represents the (^*) possible 
antenna combinations. The optimization is performed at the receiver, and the selected 
index from At (i.e., the index of A/t containing Nt) is fed back to the transmitter using 
log2 ( (2)) bits. 
4.4 Generalized SSK 
As apparent from previous sections, the number of transmit antennas can grow quite 
large for higher SSK modulation order. We circumvent these difficulties by introduc-
ing a more flexible form of SSK, which we entitle as GSSK [30,31]. 
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4.4.1 Transmission and Detection 
In GSSK, nt antennas remain active during transmission, and hence, n t of the x/s 
in x are nonzero. Therefore, there are M' — (^') possible constellation points. For 
example, with n t = 2 and Nt = 7, there are M' — 21 possible combinations. Since 
we require a constellation size M in multiples of 2, we only use 16 of the possible 21 
combinations. In order to meet hardware/complexity requirements for a fixed M, we 
can increase n t while decreasing Nt. The set of M antenna combinations, X, may be 
chosen at random, but more optimal selection rules exists (Section 4.4.3) 
Once X is formulated, GSSK's mapper rule is straightforward. Groups of m = 
log2 (M) bits are collected and mapped to a vector Xj, where j E X specifies the 
antenna combination for the given m bit pattern. The symbols in Xj do not contain 
information, but might also be designed to optimize transmission, similar to SSK's 
symbol design (Section 4.3.1). The vector Xj specifies the activate antennas, during 
which all other antennas remain idle, and has the following form: 
A 
X j = J= 0 ••• 0 4 = ••• 4 = 0 
/'it. V " t V"* 
nt of Nt non-zero values 
An example of 8-ary GSSK modulation is given in Table 4.2, where we use Nt = 5, 
nt = 2, and X is chosen randomly. The output of the channel is therefore given by 
y=V/p'hJ,eff + ^ (4-14) 
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Table 4.2: Example of the GSSK Mapper Rule. 
b = \bi b2 b3] 
[0 0 0] 
[0 0 1] 
[0 1 0] 
[0 1 1] 
[1 0 0] 
[1 0 1] 
[1 1 0] 










X = \xx x2 ••• x5] 
'T2 72 0 0 0 
> ° 75 ° ° 
'pS ° ° 75 ° 
i ° o ° i 
0
 75 7? ° ° 
0
 71 0 % 0 
0
 75 ° ° 72' 
0









where p ' = £ , and hj>eff = h j ( i )+h j ( 2 )+ • • •+h j ( n t ) (j(-) = j G {1,2 , . . . ,iVt} specifies 
the column index of H). We refer to hjeff as an effective column, which represents 
the sum of nt distinct columns in H. 
Remark 4 Only nt columns of H are activated, and these columns change depending 
on the transmitted information. Essentially, these effective columns act as random 
constellation points for GSSK modulation. 
Since the channel inputs are assiimed equally likely, the optimal detector is ML, 
which is given by 
k = arg max Re <(y - ^hj,eff j hj?eff (4.15) 
where k EX represents the estimated antenna indices. The detection rule is hence a 
maximization problem over all effective columns of H (there are M of them). 
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4 . 4 . 2 P e r f o r m a n c e A n a l y s i s 
GSSK's performance is easily obtained from the analysis in Section 4.2.1, by replacing 
3 -* 3, 3 -> k, hj -> hj>eff, hj -> hk)eff, p -> / , KS S K -» «GSSK = ^ ||hj>eff - hkieff||p, 
and cr|SK —> CTQSSK = P~' I' > where d(j ,k) is the number of distinct columns of H 
between hjj6ff and hk,eff- We then obtain 
«
K
 < ^ E E ^GSSK(j, k ) 7 ^ S K £ (N* ~l + k)[l- 7 G S S K ] f c , 
j k fc=0 ^ ' 
(4.16) 
error where 7GSSK = \ ( l - y i+glSK j a n d NGssK(j,k) is the number of bits in 
between the constellation vector Xj and xk . 
R e m a r k 5 Note that, with Nt = M and nt = 1, we get d(j ,k) = 2, and (4.16) 
reduces to SSK's error probability expression o/(4.8). 
Also, similar to Section 4.2.2, the diversity of GSSK is easily obtained to be NT 
by upper bounding the bit error probability as Pe>bit < Cp~Nr where 
c = y - y ^ ^GSSKCJJ^)227vr+i /^ (J>k) x Nr 
J k x 
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4.4.3 Optimal Constellation Design 
We consider the optimal formulation of X in terms of minimizing the BER. The op-
timal constellation is therefore obtained by the following joint optimization problem: 
*o p t-argminP e G b s i t S K , (4.17) 
* o p t 
where ^ o p t = f JVt, n t, X, /},), \[/opt = (Nt,nt, X, fj,) with constraint n t < Nt and 
M' > M, /i is the labeling rule for the constellation X (i.e., the rule for labeling m 
bits to a symbol vector Xj), and PeGbs;fK is given by (4.16). We note that in (4.16), 
•NGSSK (j, k) is affected by /x, whereas 7GSSK is affected by n t , Nt, and X. To simplify 
the design process, we present two sub-optimal constellation formulations. 
In the first algorithm, we simplify the optimization problem by considering rela-
tively high SNRs. Hence, (4.17) reduces to 
* i = argmin V Y]^GSSK(J,k)7GssK, (4.18) 
J k 
where we only keep the terms contributing most to -PeGbSifK, and ^ i and \I/i have 
the same parameters as § o p t and ^ o p t , respectively. Still, the optimization is fairly 
complex (remember, for each Nt chosen, there are Nt — 1 possibilities for n t, from 
which there are (^?y) available antenna combinations to formulate X). Therefore, to 
simplify the optimization further, we consider only minimizing the parameter 7GSSK-
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The second constellation design rule is therefore given by 
* 2 = a r g m a x J ] J ] 4 S S K 
*
2
 j k 
= argmax — Y ^ y ^ ( i ( j , k ) (4.19) 
J k 
where ^ 2 = (Nt,ht,X}, \&2 = (Nt,nt,X). For a given Nt and nt value, this max-
imization can be interpreted as having antenna combinations that are as different 
from one another as possible. Widely varying antenna combinations imply having a 
large M', which is increased by choosing a larger Nt, and thus increasing the trans-
mitter's overhead. Note that a large n t will also help, but will have adverse effects 
as well due to the ^- factor in (4.19). Depending on system requirements (i.e., low 
hardware overhead, or high performance), the range of requirements for Nt and n t 
can be specified, from which the optimal combination of Nt and n t can be obtained 
by (4.19) through computer search. 
Remark 6 The optimal set of parameters may not be unique, since several sets m,ay 
result in identical performance. Also, this trade-off between transmitter complexity 
and performance provides design flexibility, which can be further exploited in adaptive 
type systems. 
Figure 4.3 illustrates GSSK's performance bounds given by (4.16), with M = 8 
and M = 32, and for varying iVt's. For each plot, n t and X are obtained by computer 
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Figure 4.3: GSSK bounds for varying M, Nt, and n t (7Vr = 2). 
As expected, the performance degrades as Nt decreases, and as n t increases. We 
also note that certain antenna transitions do not gain much in performance. For 
example, only a few tenths of a dB is gained from the transition of Nt — 9 to Nt = 10 
(M = 32). 
4.5 Complexity 
In this section, we compare SSK's complexity to that of SM-OD. Since SM-OD is 
shown to exhibit similar complexity to that of SM (Section 3.3), the reader is referred 
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to [22] for other complexity comparisons (such as V-BLAST). 
In our presentation, we quantify complexity by the number of multiplications 
required in the detection process. The number of additions can be shown to have a 
similar value for both detectors. In Section 3.3, the complexity of SM-OD is given 
by <5SM-OD = 2iVr7Vt + NtM + M. Similar to [22], we analyze (4.2) to obtain SSK's 
complexity (also applicable to GSSK), which is given by 
5SSK = NTM. 
It is important to note that, for the same spectral efficiency, the value of Nt and M 
for SM-OD and SSK are different. For SM-OD, M denotes the constellation size of the 
APM scheme, where the total constellation size of SM-OD is MNt- As well, we note 
that for GSSK, Nt and nt are functions of M. At first glance, it is not straightforward 
to compare both detector complexities. However, for practical values of Nt, Nr, and 
M, SSK (and GSSK) can be shown to have lower complexity. For example, let us fix 
m = 3 bits/s/Hz transmission (jVr = 2), and use Nt = 4 and M = 2 for SM-OD. We 
then obtain 5SSK = 16, and $SM-OD = 26. In this case, SM-OD requires more than 
50% complex multiplications than SSK. 
4.6 Simulation Results 
In this section, we present some examples to compare SSK's performance for varying 
parameters (such as M and Nv). Monte Carlo simulations are performed, and are run 
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for at least 105 channel realizations. All results consider a Rayleigh fading channel, 
as described in Section 4.1, with complete channel knowledge at the receiver. We 
also use Gray (or quasi-Gray) mapping when appropriate (i.e., for PSK and QAM 
modulation). The plots illustrate the average BER performance versus p. 
4.6.1 GSSK versus SM and MRC 
In Fig. 4.4, we demonstrate SSK's performance versus MRC, and SM. We target 
m = 3 bits/s/Hz transmission, with NT — 4. For reference, two different transmission 
setups are used. The first one is APM, 8-QAM transmission with Nt = 1, and MRC. 
The second is SM-OD (Section 3.1) with 7Vt = 4 antennas, and BPSK modulation. 
Since SSK is a special case of GSSK, we plot GSSK for various antenna configu-
rations as well, where SSK is the case when JVt = M (nt = 1). The first configuration 
is with Nt = M = 8, and hence, n t = 1. The second is with Nt = 5, n t = 2, and X 
is obtained from (4.19). The bounds of (4.8), (4.9), and (4.16) are also plotted for 
comparison. The simulation and analytical results are a close match, especially at 
high SNRs. The bounds are tighter for n t = 2 than n t = 1, and this is due to the 
fact that summing over all possible constellation points (for the union bound) is more 
justified in the case of n t = 2. When n t = 1, the constellation points are all unique 
(i.e., distinct columns of H), resulting in a union bound that is more loose (in this 
case, the nearest neighbor approximation is better suited). On the other hand, with 
nt — 2, the constellation points share common columns of H, and a larger number of 
constellation points have an effect on performance. Therefore, the union bound for 
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Figure 4.4: BER performance of GSSK versus MRC, and SM, for m = 3 bits/s/Hz 
transmission (ATr = 4). 
these higher nt values are more tight. 
SSK's performance improvements is clearly shown in Fig. 4.4, where we observe 
gains of 3 dB over APM. SSK has almost identical performance to that of SM-OD, but 
with lower complexity (attributed to the fact that symbols do not carry information 
such as in SM and APM-MRC). We also note that, as expected, GSSK's performance 
degrades as Nt is decreased, but still outperforms APM in most cases. 
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Figure 4.5: BER performance of SSK versus MRC, for varying M (Nr = 2). 
4.6.2 SSK versus APM (varying M) 
In this example, we illustrate the effect of the constellation size M on performance. 
Fig. 4.5 shows the BER performance of SSK and APM schemes for M — 2,8, and 
32. For M < 4, QAM outperforms SSK, and we expect this from the discussion in 
Section 4.1.3. However, for M = 8 onwards, SSK outperforms QAM, and the gap 
broadens for increasing M, where gains of up to 4 dB are observed at Pe,bit = 10~4 
(for M = 32). 
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Figure 4.6: BER performance of SSK versus MRC, for varying Nv (M = 8). 
4.6.3 SSK versus APM (varying Nr) 
We now investigate the effect of varying Nr on the performance of SSK. We target 
m = 3 bits/s/Hz, and hence consider 8-QAM and 8-SSK modulation. Figure 4.6 
illustrates the average BER performance as JVr is varied. We see that SSK's diversity 
order is identical to APM. However, SSK achieves SNR gains of about 4 dB over 
APM at Fejbit = 10~"5 (Nv = 4). Also, SSK gains more in terms of performance as NT 
is varied compared to APM. For example, for Nt = 2 to JVr — 4, SSK gains 12 dB 
whereas PSK only gains about 10 dB. 
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4.6.4 SSK Adaptive Symbol Design 
Figiire 4.7 illustrates the performance improvements with adaptive symbol design 
using (4.11), with as much as 12 dB in gains at Pe^it = 10~3. These gains are 
analogous to the gains obtainable by optimal power allocation for APM schemes 
in fading channels, where the performance becomes closer to that of an unfaded 
channel [32]. The gains observed in Fig. 4.7 are not practical, since perfect channel 
phase is required at the transmitter. However, we still expect reasonable performance 
improvements when quantized, less accurate CSI is obtained in the form of limited 
receiver feedback [33]. 
Figure 4.8 illustrates the performance of the sub-optimal symbol design using 
(4.12), for Nr — 2, and 4. We notice smaller gains as Nr is increased, due to the sub-
optimality of the algorithm, which minimizes the correlation of the most correlated 
dimension without taking into account the change in correlation on the other di-
mensions. Therefore, although the weakest dimension becomes minimally correlated, 
another dimension may have opposite effects. This is more likely to occur when iVr 
is large, and is representative of the results in Fig. 4.8. 
4.6.5 SSK Antenna Selection 
Figure 4.9 illustrates the performance for SSK-AS using (4.13) with M — 2. Tremen-
dous gains are observed, where only one extra antenna is available to choose from 
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Figure 4.7: BER performance of SSK with adaptive symbol design, for varying M 
(NT = 1). 
of extra antennas to choose from is increased (i.e., as Nt - Ns increases). This diver-
sity increase is somewhat equivalent to transmit antenna selection, where a diversity 
order of (JVt — Na + 1) Nv is shown [13]. Additional diversity increase is possible by 
also varying Ns, similar to [16]. We conjecture that in the case of such multimode 
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Figure 4.8: BER performance of SSK with sub-optimal adaptive symbol design, for 
varying M and JVr. 
4.6.6 SSK Under Non-ideal Conditions 
In this example, the effect of certain real-world non-idealities on the performance 
of SSK is studied. In particular, we present two scenarios. In the first, we consider 
CSI estimation effects on system performance, while in the second, spatial correlation 
(SC) amongst transmit and receive antennas is considered. 
CSI estimation: Estimation of the channel matrix H is performed using pilot 
symbols along with the well known least square (LS) estimation method [34]. Other 
estimation techniques may also be considered [26, Ch. 10]. The estimated channel, 
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Figure 4.9: BER performance of SSK with antenna selection, for varying Nt (Ns = 
M = 2, Nx = 2). 
HLS , is given by HLS = 4=ypx^ (xpxjf) , where the subscript p is used to indicate 
that the input and output are obtained using pilot symbols. In [35], it is shown that 
xp using constant energy orthogonal rows make for optimal pilot symbols. Therefore, 
we use xp = Iyy,., which is essentially a symbol set taken form SSK modulation. 
With such inputs, the LS solution becomes HL S = H + Jj=. Therefore, the effect of 
estimation error is simply a shift in SSK's performance, attributed to the fact that 
the estimated channel is now distributed according to CM ( 0, ^ j . 
Spatial Correlation: Assuming the presence of local scatters around both trans-
mitter and receiver, one widely accepted model for spatial correlation (SC) is given 
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SSK-AS (N =5) 
by [36] 
H C U 1 1 = R J H R J , 
where R2R2 = R. In our presentation of SC, we obtain the correlation matrices 
according to [37] 
R(r,c) = R*(c,r) = ^
 r > c , (4.20) 
where R (r, c) represents the element of R in the r th row and cth cohimn, and pco„ 
represents the amount of correlation (|pcorr| < 1). Equation (4.20) may not be an 
accurate method of generating the correlation coefficients in real world scenarios. 
However, this simple parameter model gives us quick insight into the effects of SC 
on SSK modulation. Note that the model does follow some reasonable physical char-
acteristics, such as the decrease in correlation with the increase between antenna 
distance. More realistic correlation matrices can be obtained given specific channel 
scenarios [38,39], which vary depending on the application. 
(Non-ideal) SSK for Varying M 
Figure 4.10 illustrates SSK's performance under non-ideal scenarios, for varying mod-
ulation size M. 
As expected, the degradation in performance due to CSI estimation error is rela-
tively the same for both M values (about 3 dB). With SC {pcoxx = 0.5) on the other 
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Figure 4.10: BER performance of SSK under non-ideal conditions, for varying M 
expected. We know from Section 4.1.3 that for increasing M (with Nv fixed), SSK's 
constellation space becomes more crowded. Therefore, by introducing correlation in 
an already crowded space (i.e., for M — 32) does not degrade the performance by 
much. However, for M = 2, the constellation points are widely spread apart, but 
adversely affected due to the correlation, and hence, more degradation is observed. 
(Non-ideal) GSSK versus SM, and MRC 
In this example, we compare SC effects (pCOIt = 0.1) on GSSK, SM and MRC per-
formance. We use the same parameters as in Figure 4.4, but incorporate SC within 
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Figure 4.11: BER performance of GSSK versus MRC, and SM, for m = 3 bits/s/Hz 
transmission (Nv — 4) under spatial correlation. 
the channel model. From Fig. 4.11, we observe that GSSK degrades similar to SM, 
and is slightly more sensitive to SC than MRC. In order to overcome such degrada-
tion, highly correlated antennas may be grouped to form GSSK constellation points 
(thus, the set of M constellation points will effectively be less correlated). Such GSSK 
constellation optimization for correlated channels is a topic under investigation. 
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4.7 Conclusion 
SSK concepts were extensively presented in this chapter. We introduced SSK as a new 
modulation technique for MIMO communication under fading channels. We presented 
SSK's constellation, and analyzed the source of SSK's strength to combat fading. A 
closed form expression for the BER was derived, and extensive simulation results 
were presented in different scenarios (varying Nt and JVr, spatial correlation, channel 
estimation error). Adaptive SSK was also presented, where antenna selection and 
adaptive symbol design for SSK was introduced. The results showed performance 
improvements over MRC and V-BLAST, while performing similar to SM-OD (but 
requiring lower complexity). 
Having provided the fundamentals of SSK for uncoded transmission, we now ex-
tend SSK's repertoire to include channel coding. 
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Chapter 5 
Coded Space Shift Keying 
CM techniques have been extensively considered in the communications literature, 
with one of the most significant contributions stemming from Ungerboeck's seminal 
paper on trellis coded modulation (TCM) [40], where coding and modulation are op-
timized as a single unit. As an enhancement, turbo CM (TuCM) [41-45] provides per-
formance improvements over TCM by incorporating the turbo principle (turbo codes 
with iterative decoding). In [46], Zehavi improves TCM's performance in Rayleigh 
fading channels by separating coding and modulation with a bit-wise interleaver. 
Caire et al. [47] then extend Zehavi's concept to general constellations, giving rise to 
BICM systems, which are shown to provide higher diversity gains over conventional 
TCM systems. In this thesis, we focus on BICM systems due to these performance 
advantages, and inherent flexibility of analysis in varying scenarios. 
The general system model is similar to the one described in Section 2.1 but with 
some differences, and is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. A random sequence of independent 
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c\ c2 
bits b = j , i . . . i enter a channel encoder with output c = 
where k and n represent the number of encoder inputs and outputs, respectively. The 
pseudo randomly interleaved sequence c* then enters an SSK mapper, where groups 
of m = log2 (JVt) bits are mapped to a constellation vector x = 
with a power constraint of unity (i.e., Ex [xHx] = 1). 
Xi X2 xNt 
I X 
n ly ^ / ^ X - T 
Figure 5.1: SSK-CM system model. 
5.1 Capacity 
The capacity of the system is computed using a generic system model given by Fig. 
5.2. The information bits b enter a channel encoder, followed by a symbol mapper that 
outputs the modulated sequence X = {x1 ;X2,.. . , x n } . The sequence experiences a 
channel, and the received signal is denoted by Y = {yi, y2, • • • , y n } . Decoding follows 
and an estimate of the transmitted bits denoted by b is obtained. Our channel model 
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Figure 5.2: System model for capacity computation. 
Assuming x is transmitted with equal probability (which is justified for an ide-
ally interleaved sequence of channel inputs), the constrained input coded modulation 
(CM) capacity reduces to [47] 
COM = m — Ea log 
£ pY(y|x',H) 
x ' 6 * 
2
 P Y (y |x ,H) (5.1) 
where 0 = (x,y, H), and pY (y | x, H) is given by (4.3). Note that (5.1) is conve-
niently evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation. The capacity results for SSK modula-
tion with varying M are shown in Fig. 5.3. We would like to compare the capacity of 
systems requiring (ideally) only one transmit RF chain (similar to an SSK system), 
and hence, we plot the information rates of PSK and QAM for single antenna trans-
mission. SSK achieves better information rates when M > 8, and slightly worse for 
M < 8. These results are expected since for small M values, APM schemes exploit 
enough of the constellation space to achieve adequate performance. 
We also plot the BICM capacity (dotted lines), which represents the capacity 
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Figure 5.3: SSK constrained input capacity versus SNR, for varying M (JVr — 2). 
change of notation, the BICM capacity is given by [47] 




 I ¥ Pv(y|x',H) 
We notice that for increasing M, SSK's BICM capacity degrades, especially at 
low SNRs. This degradation is expected since we did not optimize symbol mapping 
for the BICM system, as suggested in [47-49]. In fact, SSK uses a different concept 
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Figure 5.4: SSK constrained input capacity versus SNR, for varying NT (M = 8). 
of modulation, where the antennas themselves, and not the symbols, transmit infor-
mation. Hence, the effective constellation points are random in nature and, without 
transmitter CSI, we are unable to consider optimal mapping techniques. Regard-
less, CM (and even BICM with sub-optimal mapping) capacity results suggest SSK 
performance improvements over APM schemes. 
In Fig. 5.4, we vary JVr while fixing the constellation size to M = 8, and compare 
the information rates of SSK and PSK. SSK gains more from the increase in NT, 
especially for the transition of Nt = 1 —> 2. For example, a gain of 5 dB is obtained 
for SSK at an information rate of 2 bits/s/Hz, whereas only 4 dB is gained for PSK. 
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To obtain more insight, and support our capacity results, we analytically derive 
the performance of SSK-CM in Section 5.3. But first, we describe the structure of 
SSK-CM, and the adopted decoding method. 
5.2 SSK Coded Modulation 
5.2.1 Encoding 
Conventional modulation schemes use Gray (or quasi-Gray) mapping to minimize bit 
errors among symbols. For the case of TCM, bits to symbol mapping is optimized 
so as to maximize the Euclidean distance between codewords. However, due to these 
random constellation points inherent in SSK modulation, SSK-TCM is only possible 
with the transmitter having full channel knowledge. For that reason, conventional 
CM systems that maximize capacity cannot be considered. Therefore, in our take on 
SSK-CM, we consider SSK-BICM without any optimized mapping rule. The results 
of Section 5.1 show severe degradation in SSK-BICM capacity, and so we opt for 
BICM with iterative decoding (BICM-ID) to bridge the capacity gaps [50]. 
The encoding is as follows. Information bits are first encoded, bit-wise interleaved, 
and SSK modulated before transmission. We consider both turbo CM (TuCM) and 




SSK coded detection employs BICM-ID, and hence uses the decoding structure de-
picted in Fig. 5.1, proposed by Li and Ritcey in [51]. The demodulator first computes 
the a posteriori logarithm likelihood ratios (LLR) of the transmitted bits, which are 
then used as inputs to a channel decoder. Depending on C, we use either a turbo or 
a maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoder (see [26, Ch. 7] for details). The channel 
decoder's LLR on the information and parity bits are then processed as extrinsic 
information in the second iteration of the demodulator's LLR output (shown by the 
dashed lines in Fig. 5.1). These steps are repeated until a satisfactory level of relia-
bility is obtained (for our case, we consider a fixed number of iterations). 
The demodulator LLR is similar to the one given in [45], with some slight modi-
fications, and is given by the following: 
, ^ ( c = l | y ) 
ADBM(C) = l o g p ( g = ( ) | y ) 
rn 
£ PY(y|x,H) n P(cn) 
= l o g ^
 s , (5.2) 
£ py(y|x,H) n PM 
where p Y (y | x, H) is given by (4.3), and P (cn = c) = ^ ^ E C ^ ) »c G {0> !} i s o b " 
tained from the LLR values of the decoder, ADEC (c7l). We employ the same setup for 
the APM-CM case. 
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5.3 Coded Performance Analysis 
In this section, SSK-CM's analytical performance for fully interleaved channels (each 
symbol experiences an independent fading matrix) is derived, where, thanks to the 
binary input-output symmetric (BIOS) property of BICM, the performance analysis 
is tractable.1 The coded system is assumed to be a convolutional code, concatenated 
with an SSK modulator (as described in Section 5.2), but can be generalized to other 
concatenated schemes (such as TuCM [52]). We also analyze the diversity of the 
coded system, and demonstrate interesting diversity improvements over APM-CM 
for quasi-static channels. 
5.3.1 Coded Error Probability 
The analysis for the coded case is fairly complex, especially due to interleaving and 
iterative decoding. The simplifying analysis performed in most coding literature re-
garding the all zero codeword is no longer valid due to the nonlinearity of CM systems. 
Therefore, similar to [52], we must consider all pairs of codewords to obtain an an-
alytical expression for the probability of error. Most often, however, simple union 
bound on the BER is used. From [47,53], the bit error probability for BICM under 
ML decoding is closely upper bounded by 
Pehit<B(X)\ , , i , (5.3) 
1For signal constellations X leading to a non-symmetric BICM channel, a method to symmetrize 
the channel is presented in [47]. 
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where B (X) = ^ B^X4, Bj = ^ | A^ {A^d represents the number of codewords in 
C with output Hamming weight d and input weight i). 
In order to further simplify the analysis, we incorporate the LLR within the deriva-
tion as in [47]. We therefore require the statistical properties of the LLR random vari-
able. Specifically, we need a closed form expression for the PDF of the LLR, p\ (A). 
These PDFs are obtained in [54] for APM, but in the case of multi-dimensional 
constellations, a closed form expression is difficult to derive. To overcome this chal-
lenge, [55] presents simple upper bounds based on the saddlepoint (SP) approxima-
tion, without explicitly obtaining PA (A). The BICM PEP is therefore upper bounded 
using the SP approximation for fully interleaved channels as [55] 
PEPB I C M (d, „, X, p) « e ^ f f - l , (5.4) 
^/27rar" (s)s 
where T (s) is the cumulant generating function of the random variable A D E M defined 
in (5.2), T" (S) represents its second derivative, and s = \ for BIOS channels. Equation 
(5.4) is plugged into (5.3) to obtain an upper bound on Pe,bit- We note that (5.4) 
is conveniently evaluated using Monte Carlo simulation, or numerical integration 
methods with Gaussian quadrature rules (see [55] for details). 
Equation (5.4) does not, however, take into consideration the effects of iterative 
decoding, which is the type of decoder employed in this thesis. Hence, (5.4) is strictly 
an upper bound for the BICM-ID case. In order to make fair comparisons, we derive 
the asymptotic BICM-ID bounds (valid after convergence, i.e., for sufficiently high 
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SNRs and large number of decoding iterations), also referred to as the error-free 
feedback performance [56]. The assumption of error-free feedback implies that each 
bit is transmitted using an equivalent BPSK type system. Consequently, we can 
directly apply the results of [57], and obtain closed form PEP bounds on error-free 
feedback. Noting that for SSK, ADBM ~ A/'(-4A7ir1KSsK,8iV~1/-cSSK), where KSSK is 
obtained from (4.6), we obtain the saddlepoint approximation for the PEP as [57, Eq. 
(28)] 
PEPB r 0 M . I D ( 4 „, X, p) « ^ ( l + £ ) " + 5 . (5.5) 
R e m a r k 7 Interestingly, the error-free feedback bounds for SSK are independent of 
the constellation size. Hence, SSK-CM's asymptotic performance is identical for all 
M. This is not the case for APM-CM, where the performance degrades as M is in-
creased. This degradation is due to the decrease in average Euclidean distance between 
equivalent BPSK symbols (obtained from, the constellation of size M). However, the 
equivalent BPSK symbols in SSK will have, on average, the same Euclidean distance 
regardless of M. 
5.3.2 Coded Diversity 
Coded diversity for the APM-CM case is easily understood, where experiencing differ-
ent fading coefficients within a codeword increases the diversity order, and hence the 
reliability. However, for SSK-CM, the fading columns themselves relay information, 
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and the diversity consideration is not as straightforward. Here, we present an intuitive 
explanation of SSK-CM's diversity effect, in both fully interleaved and quasi-static 
channels. 
Assume two space time codewords Xi and X2 of length L, where X 
and x is as defined in Section 4.1.2 The PEP, conditioned on H, for ML detection is 
given by [26, p. 97] 
x:l x2 ••• xL 
P ( X ^ X 2 | H ) = Q U | ^ P > 21I IF > 
where D21 = H (X2 — Xi) . Say the codewords Xi and X2 differ only in d (Xi ,X 2 ) 
places. Let X '= X l X 2 ' " " X d(Xi ,X 2 ) denote the d (X1; X2) terms contributing to 
the conditional PEP, and let us define a difference matrix as A' = (X'2 — Xj). 
Diversity: We obtain diversity if the component constellation vectors of X' (i.e., 
the x's) activate different columns of H. We illustrate this diversity effect in Fig. 5.5 
by considering the all zero codeword, and a possible error event on the trellis (for 
M = 4). The error event in the figure traverses two distinct symbol outputs, hence 
two distinct columns of H (which contributes to diversity). We also sketch a possible 
realization for H (i.e., the effective constellation space XeS, where nneigh represents 
the number of nearest neighbors. By having different symbols in the trellis path, 
there is a better chance that the distance property for a particular column of H is 
more reliable (such as the case for h2 in Fig. 5.5). 
In fully interleaved channels, both SSK-CM and APM-CM systems achieve this 
2No assumption is made on the type of modulation. 
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M = 4 
h, h, h, 
• ' ^ ' * 
Error event ^ v"^ f 
' ~" V 
Diversity 
Figiire 5.5: Ilustration of SSK-CM's diversity in quasi-static fading channels. 
aspect of diversity (i.e., a diversity of d (Xi, X2) Nr). However, for quasi-static fading 
channels, APM only experiences one column of H, and there is only receive diversity 
(i.e., a diversity of NT). In SSK-CM, a diversity order equal to the number of distinct 
symbols in A' is achieved, which ranges between JVr (the diversity of uncoded trans-
mission) and min (M, d (Xi, X2)) Nr, with a maximum equal to the fully-interleaved 
diversity. 
Remark 8 Asymptotically, the coded performance is not only affected by the shortest 
error event in the trellis, but also the number of distinct symbols in A'. For example, it 
is possible to have a short, error event with large diversity order, and a large error event 
with small diversity order. Therefore, a good code C for SSK-CM should be optimized 
taking into consideration both d(Xx,X2)7 and the diversity order achievable by A'. 
To improve performance, codes m,ay be designed to exploit this diversity property. 
X .err 
"Not bad" 
V ("neigh « ! ) 
"Worst" 
("nciel, * 2 ) 
"Best"(«,Biell*0) 
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5.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, we present some examples to compare SSK's coded performance in 
different channel conditions. Monte Carlo simulations are performed in both fully 
interleaved and quasi-static environments, and are run for at least 105 channel real-
izations. The plots illustrate the average BER performance versus p, where Gray or 
quasi-Gray mapping is used when appropriate (i.e., for PSK or QAM modulation). 
The receiver is assumed to be the iterative demodulator-decoder from Fig. 5.1, where 
we consider two decoding iterations (i.e., one pass of the feedback loop), unless stated 
otherwise. For CM, we consider a convolutional CM system using a rate | convolu-
tions! encoder given by the generator matrix G = l+£>2 As for the TuCM 
l+D+D2 
system, We use a rate | turbo code composed of two, rate \ convolutional encoders 
given by G, unless stated otherwise. 
5.4.1 (Quasi-Static) SSK-CM versus APM-CM (varying M) 
We first investigate the effects of higher order modulation on the SSK-CM system, 
and compare them to APM-CM (either QAM or PSK) for quasi-static environments. 
From Fig. 5.6, we observe additional diversity order for SSK-CM over APM-CM, 
especially for increasing M (as predicted in Section 5.3.2). Since the channel is quasi-
static, the codewords for the APM-CM case only observe one channel realization 
from the transmitter side. Hence, the total diversity available is equal to the number 
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Figure 5.6: BER performance of SSK-CM versus PSK-CM, for varying M (JVr = 2) 
in quasi-static channels. 
experience different channel realizations. Therefore, the potential for SSK diversity 
gain is possible. As illustrated in the results of Fig. 5.6, the APM-CM scheme achieves 
a diversity of Nv = 2 for all cases, whereas the SSK-CM system achieves a diversity 
order greater than or equal to Nr — 2. 
5.4.2 (Quasi-Static) SSK-CM versus APM-CM (varying iVr) 
In Fig. 5.7, we present the effects of Nx on coded SSK. We set M = 8, and compare 
the results with PSK. SSK obtains large gains through diversity enhancements from 
Nv and M, whereas APM only receives diversity from Nv. SSK gains about 7 dB over 
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p(dB) 
Figure 5.7: BER performance of SSK-CM versus PSK-CM, for varying Nt (M = 8) 
in quasi-static channels. 
PSK at Pejbit = 1(T4, for NT = 4. 
5.4.3 (Quasi-Static) SSK-TuCM versus APM-TuCM (vary-
ing M) 
We now investigate the effects of higher order modulation on the SSK-TuCM system, 
and compare them to PSK-TuCM for quasi-static environments (we consider two 
turbo decoding iterations). From Fig. 5.8, we observe additional diversity order in 
SSK-TuCM over PSK-TuCM, especially for increasing M (as predicted in Section 
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• - 0 - PSK, M=16 
o SSK, M=16 
- A - PSK, M=8 
—A— SSK, M=8 
• - o - PSK, M=4 
— a — SSK, M=4 
Figure 5.8: BER performance of SSK-TuCM versus PSK-TuCM, for varying M (Nr = 
2) in quasi-static channels. 
5.3.2). PSK-TuCM achieves a diversity of JVr = 2 for all cases, whereas the SSK-
TuCM system achieves a diversity order greater than or equal to Nr = 2. Gains of 
about 9 dB are observed at Pehit = 10"3, for M = 16. 
5.4.4 (Quasi-Static) SSK-TuCM versus APM-TuCM (vary-
ing iVr) 
In Fig. 5.9, we present the effects of Nr on SSK-TiiCM. We set M = 8, and compare 
the results with PSK. SSK obtains large gains through diversity enhancements from 
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Figure 5.9: BER performance of SSK-TuCM versus PSK-TuCM, for varying NT (M = 
8) in quasi-static channels. 
Nr and M, whereas APM only achieves diversity from Nr. SSK gains about 7 dB 
over PSK at Pe>bit = 10~2, for iVr = 1. 
5.4.5 (Fully Interleaved) SSK-CM versus APM-CM (varying 
M) 
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 illustrate SSK-CM's performance for M = 8 and M = 16, re-
spectively. For fully interleaved channels, both SSK and APM have the same diversity 
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Figure 5.10: BER performance of SSK-CM versus PSK-CM, for vaying number of 
iterations (M = 8, NT = 2) in fully interleaved channels. 
(M = 16). We also plot SSK's SP bounds on BER, using the BICM PEP of (5.4), 
and the error-free feedback PEP of (5.5), with B (X) = 3X*j£g$?7 [53, p. 504]. 
To validate the obtained bounds, we simulate SSK-CM for one decoding iteration 
(i.e., BICM without, ID), and six decoding iterations (i.e., asymptotic BICM-ID). We 
observe that the BICM bounds are fairly tight, especially at high SNRs, while the 
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Figure 5.11: BER performance of SSK-CM versus QAM-CM, for vaying number of 
iterations (M = 16, NT = 2) in fully interleaved channels. 
5.4.6 (Fully Interleaved) SSK-TuCM versus APM-TuCM (vary-
ing M) 
In this example, we obtain performance results for higher rates and hence use a rate 
| punctured turbo code composed of two, rate - convolutional encoders given by the 
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«^SSK( i te r=1) 
« — SSK (iter=2) 
A — SSK (iter=6) 
- i — QAM (iter=2) 
SSK SP bound 
SSK SP error-free fdbk bound 
generator matrix G = i l+D+D'-t+D3 1
 l+£>2+L>3 
We consider a puncturing pattern given by 
P 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
and use one turbo decoding iterations for each demodulator-decoder iteration. The 
first row of P represents the information bit sequence (where all of them are kept), and 
the second and third rows represent the first and second parity sequences. That is, 
the second row signifies that the first parity bit will be kept and five will be punctured 
from the first parity sequence, whereas only the third parity bit will be kept in the 
second parity sequence. 
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate SSK-TuCM's performance for M = 8 and M = 16, 
respectively. Iterations for APM-TuCM are also shown, where improvements are 
achieved due to more turbo decoder passes. SSK is shown to outperform APM by 1.5 
dB and 2 dB for M = 8 and 16, respectively (Pe,bit = 10~4). As well, the results are 
relatively close to capacity. For example, the results for 8-SSK tend to Pe,bit = 10~5 
at about 7 dB, which is 2 dB away from capacity (i.e., | bit/s/Hz is achieved at 
around 5 dB). For 16-SSK, the results tend to Pe)bit = 105 at about 8.5 dB, which is 
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Figure 5.12: BER performance of SSK-TuCM versus PSK-TuCM, for vaying number 
of iterations (M = 8, Nv = 2) in fully interleaved channels. 
5.5 Conclusion 
The coded SSK system was presented in this chapter. We provided capacity results, 
and illustrated gains over APM systems. The BER of coded SSK was upper bounded, 
and we provided an analysis of SSK's diversity advantage over APM. Extensive simu-
lation results were shown to support our analysis, in both quasi-static and fast fading 
environments. 
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Figure 5.13: BER performance of SSK-TiiCM versus QAM-TuCM, for vaying number 
of iterations (M = 16, NY = 2) in fully interleaved channels. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Future Work 
6.1 Concluding Remarks 
In this thesis, we derived the optimal SM detector for which, significant performance 
gains were observed over the detector in [22]. To support our results, we also derived a 
closed form expression bounding the average BER of SM when real constellations were 
used. The simulation results indicated that SM with optimal detection outperformed 
V-BLAST and APM transmission, providing another promising candidate for low 
complexity transmission techniques. 
As the main focus of the thesis, we introduced a modulation technique (referred 
to as SSK) for MIMO wireless links, by exploiting the inherent fading process. Rather 
than transmitting information through symbols, the transmitter antenna index was 
used as the sole information relaying mechanism, where only one antenna was kept 
active during a transmission period (hence, ideally only 1 RF chain being needed). 
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Throughout the thesis, we laid out SSK fundamentals as the building ground for 
hybrid modulation schemes (which combine SSK and APM) such as in [9,19,21,23]. 
We derived closed form upper bounds on the bit error probability, and used them to 
build adaptive forms of SSK as a means to improve performance. We also presented 
SSK-CM, which was shown to achieve higher capacity results than APM-CM. We 
derived closed form upper bounds on the bit error probability of the coded system, and 
discovered SSK's significant diversity advantage over APM (in quasi-static channels). 
Large performance gains were also shown over APM-CM (up to 9 dB). 
All of SM's merits mentioned in [23] are also inherent in SSK (at similar perfor-
mance), but with lower compiitational overhead, and with relaxed APM hardware 
requirements. These advantages make SSK an interesting candidate for low complex-
ity transceivers in next generation communication systems. 
6.2 Future Research 
In our efforts to introduce and analyze SSK concepts, we bore in mind to begin 
our research with the fundamentals. We chose to study SSK in simple, and ideal 
scenarios, in order to build strong foundations for its growth. However, we always 
foresaw SSK's practical implementation within wireless communication's discipline, 
and are excited to extend SSK's knowledge base. The next few sections lists some 
attractive extensions for further research. 
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6.2.1 Practical implementation issues 
Throughout the thesis, we mentioned some practical issues with SSK, and often sug-
gested potential solutions. One main area of concern is the requirement for SSK to 
have Nt = M transmit antennas. We introduced GSSK as method to combat this 
problem, and also mentioned that since SSK only transmits on one antenna at any 
given time, ideally only one RF chain was required. Therefore, although the SSK 
system would require a large number of antennas, the main bottleneck involved with 
multiple antennas (the RF chains) is fixed. This issue needs practical consideration, 
and requires more research. In particular, pulse shaping for band-limited channels 
usually result in signals occupying multiple symbol periods. The consequence of pulse 
shaping is 1) antennas cannot simply be switched "off' and hence, 2) there will be 
significant interference amongst antennas, since SSK detection is done on a symbol 
by symbol basis. 
One potential method for overcoming this pulse shaping issue is to use two RF 
chains in conjunction: one for activating antennas, and the other to transition between 
antennas. This would eliminate the switching "off' problem. However, methods to 
overcome the interference of the two antennas being somewhat activated at the same 
time remains an open research problem. 
6.2.2 Symbol Design 
In Section 4.3.1, we presented one optimal symbol design method for SSK, and illus-
trated great improvement over the non-adaptive case. However, for NT > 1, methods 
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to optimally design SSK's transmit symbols was not pursued, and is an interesting 
area of research. Also, our optimal design required full transmit channel knowledge, 
and hence was not very practical. Extensions to limited feedback adaptive design 
(such as [33]) is also an interesting topic for research. 
As well, we mentioned in Section 5.1 that we did not optimize symbol mapping 
for the BICM system, resulting in more degraded performance compared to a CM 
system. However, with full CSI, such symbol mapping optimization is possible. 
6.2.3 Diversity Codebook Design 
Asymptotically, we showed that the coded performance is not only affected by the 
shortest error event in the trellis, but also the number of distinct symbols in A! 
(Section 5.3.2). Therefore, a good code C for SSK-CM should be optimized taking 
into consideration both d(Xi,X2), and the diversity order achievable by A!. To 
improve performance, codes may be designed to exploit this diversity property. 
6.2.4 UWB Implementation and Analysis 
In the thesis, we presented the simple Rayleigh fading model, to obtain strong the-
oretical background for SSK modulation. However, due to UWB advantages (fixed 
number of RF chains), and simplicity of SSK integration in UWB framework, an SSK 
presentation under UWB conditions is also an important contribution. 
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